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Welcome To Simeray

Simeray Idea 2019 is a software development company that was officially established in 2020.

We have developed hundreds of projects in the sector with a total of 13 years of experience. We 
have delivered quality projects to our precious customers, each more than the next. In addition to 
providing services especially in the field of web development, we also provided software consul-
tancy, database consultancy and corporate identity services.

We developed and launched Folplace, an online website analysis tool. Thanks to this system, 
which automatically monitors hundreds of websites, web developers and SEO experts took a sigh 
of relief.

We won hearts with our turnkey wordpress website service. We have built hundreds of websites 
with the slogan of quality service and satisfied customers.

After doing research in the fields of Metaverse and VR, it was more exciting to work on these 
names that we will hear frequently in the coming years.

For this reason, we left our software & website development services completely and set out to 
develop in the field of blockchain, metaverse & vr.

Our Company
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What is Eluetion?
Eluetion is a BEP20 token that aims to develop community-centered. Eluetion uses the symbol/
abbreviation ELU on exchanges and pairs.

In total, 100,000,000,000 (100 Billion) ELU were minted and it was decided to offer them to the 
public gradually.

In general, Eluetion aims to combine VR (Virtual Reality) technology with the skills of quality devel-
opers in the gaming industry.

At the same time, we named the virtual universe we planned for the future Eluetion.

What Can Be Done?
• A character design that looks as you wish.
• Places that can be visited with VR.
• A replica of your office in the real world.
• Business meetings and meetings that can be held in this office.
• Making the lessons that can be done in schools with VR experience in the universe of 
Eluetion.
•And more…
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The biggest problem we observe in pre-sale platforms in general is the wallet binding problem. Be-
fore you can participate in the pre-sale, you link your wallet and your funds are stolen by people you 
don’t want. We have faced such situations many times.

Problem

We have developed our own pre-sale platform to solve this problem. The biggest difference of our 
pre-sale platform from other platforms is that there is no wallet linking requirement.

In addition, there is no need for any drawing or selection to participate in the pre-sale. Anyone who 
wishes can participate in the pre-sale. The pre-sale is automatically closed when the number of to-
kens reaches the specified amount.

We use the classic method to develop this pre-sale without the need to bind a wallet. During the 
purchase, you will be shown how much and how much you can buy at the current exchange rates. 
When you buy the amount you want, it is recorded at the current exchange rate. A payment order is 
created for you.

You are asked to choose from cryptocurrencies such as BTC, ETH, BNB. Afterwards, the payment 
amount you will make and the addresses you need to send are shown. After sending to these ad-
dresses, typing the corresponding sending wallet address will speed up the verification of the trans-
action 10 times.

Eluetion Pre-Sale Platform

Solution
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Pre-Sale Platform Privileges

Roadmap After Pre-Sale

You are presented with multiple options when making pur-
chases on the platform. This option is inversely proportional to 
duration and prices. In other words, as the price decreases, the 
holding amount increases.

Because you pre-sale and trust Eluetion, we give you an auto-
matic percentage bonus based on the amount you buy. This is 
your most natural right.

If you are an Influencer or someone with an audience, you can 
share your invite code with your audience. Once the user logs in 
to the site via this invitation code, our infrastructure keeps that 
person in memory. In other words, if the user who logs in once 
registers after 1 month, it will still be treated as your reference. 
You earn a certain percentage bonus from each purchase of the 
users who registered with the invitation code.

The first thing we need to do after the pre-sale is to expand our 
team. We will expand our team with VR developers, Artificial 
Intelligence experts, Graphic design and 3d modeling experts. 
Don’t worry, you will be able to follow all the details on our Tele-
gram, twitter and reddit accounts.

We are also committed to adding liquidity on the “Pancake 
Swap” first sometime after the pre-sale and locking this liquidity 
for at least 6 months.
 
We would like to state that the applications for CoinMarketCap 
and CoinGecko will be made, respectively.

Before all this happens, we want to create a community of peo-
ple who are strong and wholeheartedly believe in the Eluetion 
project.

Ability to Select Hold Time

Early Join Bonus

Invite Code Bonus
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Universe of Eluetion and Trading System
Every area we design and develop in the Eluetion Universe will be accessible and navigable by ELU 
users.

There will be no entry/participation fee to this universe. Anyone with VR glasses or a Computer 
(Mobile developments will also be made in the future) can enter the Eluetion universe by access-
ing it for Free.

Eluetion has an ecosystem and trading system within itself. The plots, models and designs we 
create in this trading system are offered for sale as NFT. Users who buy can be clearly seen and 
proven on the blockchain.

In the universe of Eluetion, he can use the land he bought for various purposes, put up his own 
billboard and offer the advertising space for sale, or place his own designs in that area.

The buyer can rent or sell this place.

Users can trade as they wish within the trading system in the Eluetion Universe.

Of course, ELU will be used in these trading transactions.

Everyone chooses their own character within the ecosystem in the Eluetion Universe. He can pro-
portion and design his face, mouth and moreover his whole body as he wishes. It can either look 
like the real world or create a completely independent character.

With this character, he can take on any personality he wants there. A truck driver might even want 
to be a farmer. It is directly proportional to the vehicles, lands and other objects these characters 
buy or rent.

We are sure that we will hear about the concept of Metaverse at a constant and increasing rate in 
the years to come. This is the reason why we want to advance and develop in this sector.

Together with the team we have created, we will create the Eluetion universe, which aims to pro-
vide services in Online Education, Job Interviews, Meetings and many more.

Ecosystem Characteristics

Metaverse
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Shop
We offer our T-Shirt, Hoody, Hat and Mug products for sale. Each of our products has 
the Eluetion logo, a code specific to that series and a number. 

There is also a certificate printed on your name in the products sent.
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Our Roadmap / Process
We have determined a roadmap for a quality project process and to always produce 
good works. This roadmap should have been simple but explanatory. Because we 
don’t want anything confusing.

As we develop our projects, we wanted to inform you about this roadmap in order to 
announce it to you. We will inform you of the actual developments for the project from 
areas such as twitter, linkedin, and Telegram.
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For more detailed information about Simeray, you can visit our 
LinkedIn profile. You can also reach us through platforms such 
as twitter, telegram, instagram, facebook.

As Simeray.com, we are looking for big business partners for 
the Eluetion project we support. Thanks to these partnerships, 
we want to make the Eluetion project a globally recognized 
metaverse project.

Simeray

+90 212 909 9681

contact@simeray.com

Wherever there is internet.

Contact Us


